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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I/ be a vector space over a field F. 
At characteristic zero, Friedrichs’ Theorem characterizes those elements 
of TV, the free associative algebra on V (= tensor algebra on I’), which 
are members of the Lie subalgebra generated by the image of the canonical 
linear map I’-+ 77, where TV- is the Lie algebra associated to TV. 
Analogously for characteristic zero, the dual Friedrichs’ Theorem obtained 
in this paper will characterize those elements of TcV, the cofree associative 
(= coassociative) coalgebra on P’, which are members of the Lie coideal J 
cogenerated by the kernel of the canonical linear map TcV- + V, where 
TcV- is the Lie coalgebra associated to TcV. 
The free Lie algebra is naturally graded, but not so for the cofree Lie 
coalgebra and cofree covered Lie coalgebra. There are, however, natural 
descending filtrations on these cofree Lie coalgebras with which one may 
form the associated graded Lie coalgebras. Denote by LcY the cofree Lie 
coalgebra, and TcV .-/J the cofree covered Lie coalgebra, on I’. In this 
work we will give some specific information about the associated graded 
Lie coalgebras Gr(LcV) and Gr(TcV-/J), of LcI’ and TcV/J, respec- 
tively. We will then use these results in Theorems 11 and 12 to obtain our 
dual version of Friedrichs’ Theorem and an interesting characterization of 
the elements of LcV. Throughout all this work, all vector spaces, linear 
maps, tensor products, algebras, and coalgebras will be taken over a base 
field F, and for any vector space W, W* will denote the dual space of W. 
In [G2] it was shown that the canonical embedding TcV/Jcs LcV is 
never onto unless I’= Fl; however, in Theorem 8 we will show that both 
associated graded Lie coalgebras are (isomorphic) realizations of the 
locally nilpotent Lie coalgebra on V. Moreover, denoting by LV the free 
Lie algebra on V, for I/ finite dimensional both graded coalgebras are 
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isomorphic to (LV*)g, the graded dual Lie coalgebra of the free Lie 
algebra LV* on V*. 
We denote by NcV the cofree nonassociative, noncounital, coalgebra on 
I/. The cofree Lie coalgebra on I’, LcV, can be realized as the largest sub- 
coalgebra of NcV all of whose elements satisfy the Lie coidentities given in 
(1) below. It was shown in [Gl] that the elements of NcV can be canoni- 
cally identified with certain formal infinite sums. (The construction of NcV 
given in [Gl] is a generalization of that given in [B-L] for TcV.) 
Theorem 12 will characterize the elements of LcV as those elements of 
NcV, which get identified with formal infinite sums of Lie elements. Lie 
coalgebras have previously been considered in [A, Bl, D, G2, Ml, M3]; 
[Bl] considers only covered Lie coalgebras, and gives a very short and 
elegant proof of the dual P-B-W Theorem; [Ml] gives a categorical treat- 
ment of both covered and noncovered Lie coalgebras. 
The author thanks Richard Block for many helpful discussions during 
this work. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
We now recall the definition of a Lie coalgebra. For any vector space W, 
let the following linear maps be defined: 
2=5 ,:WQW+WQW,xQyc,yQx vx, ye w 
and, 
~=~w:wQwQw-+wQwQw,xQyQz 
l+yQzQx vx, y, z E w. 
A Lie coalgebra is a vector space K with a linear map 6: K -+ KQ K 
satisfying the following Lie coidentities: 
(co-anticommutativity) 6c E Im( 1 - z) VCEK 
(co-Jacobi)(1+[+<2)(1@6)6c=0 VCEK. 
(1) 
We remark that if charF # 2, then Im(1 -T) = Ker( 1 + z); thus, co- 
anticommutativity becomes 6c = -z6c for all c E K. 
A significant refinement of the definition of a Lie coalgebra is that of a 
covered Lie coalgebra, significant in the sense that every covered Lie 
coalgebra is a Lie coalgebra, but there exist Lie coalgebras which are not 
covered [Ml, M2]. Moreover, the dual P-B-W Theorem holds only for 
covered Lie coalgebras [Bl, M3]. To describe a covered Lie coalgebra, we 
need the following important example of a Lie coalgebra. If C is an 
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associative coalgebra with comultiplication d, then CP (same underlying 
vector space as C but with new comultiplication (1 -r) d) is a Lie 
coalgebra; C is referred to as the Lie coalgebra associated to the 
associative coalgebra C. A coalgebra (K, 6) is called a covered Lie 
coalgebra if there exists a pair (C, o), where C is an associative coalgebra 
(with comultiplication d), and w: C- -+ K is a surjective Lie coalgebra 
map, that is, a surjective linear map such that (w 0 o)( 1 - t) d = 60. The 
pair (C, w) is called a cover for the Lie coalgebra K. 
A cover (C, w) of a Lie coalgebra K is called a universal cover, or 
coenveloping coalgebra, of K if for any coalgebra D and Lie coalgebra map 
4: D- + K there is a unique coalgebra map 6: D -+ C such that 00 = 4. For 
any Lie coalgebra K, the coenveloping coalgebra will be denoted UcK (the 
map o being clear from context). 
Let J be the largest (sum of all such) subspace of the kernel of the 
canonical linear map Tc V’ -+ V with the property 
(1 -r)dJc TcV@J+J@TcV. 
The subspace J is the Lie coideal cogenerated by the kernel of the canoni- 
cal map TcV-+ I’. (The induced canonical linear map from TcV-/J to V 
is called cogenerating because the only Lie coideal contained in it’s kernel 
is (0). In general, if C is a coalgebra and f: C -+ V is linear, then f is 
cogenerating if (0) is the only coideal contained in Kerf: This is dual 
to the notion of a linear generating map g: V -+ A, in which case the 
only subalgebra of A containing the image of g is the algebra A itself.) 
If p: TcV- + TcV/J is the canonical surjective homomorphism, then 
(TcV, p) is the universal cover for TcV/J, that is, Uc(TcV/J) = TcV; 
and Tc V/J is (a realization of) the cofree covered Lie coalgebra on V. 
It is known [Bl] that the shuffle Hopf algebra, shV, is the pointed 
irreducible component of 1 in TcV, that is, shV= (TcV)‘. Let 
4: shV --f V (q(T”V) = (0) for n # 1, q(u) = v, v E V) denote the restriction 
of the canonical linear map TcV -+ V, and Q: sh VP + LcV the induced Lie 
coalgebra map. If Jb E Ker r] is the Lie coideal cogenerated by Ker q (sum 
of all such contained in Ker q), one easily verifies that Ker f = Jb. In fact, 
$Jb) is a Lie coideal contained in the kernel of the canonical linear 
cogenerating map LcV-+ V, so rj(Jb)= {0}, and Jb c_Ker q. On the other 
hand, Ker 6 is a Lie coideal contained in Ker q, while Jb being the sum of 
all such implies that Ker q s Jb. We also have that Jb c J. The canonical 
Lie coalgebra map 6: shV -+ LcV is graded (as can be seen by (10) 
below); thus, we can write Jb=BnzOJL, where JL=KertjnT”V. The 
canonical homomorphism shV -+ shV-/Jb can be used to define a linear 
cogenerating map 
[: shV-/Jb + V (2) 
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such that the composite 
shV- -+ shVp/Jb + V, 
is equal to q: shV- + V. In Theorem 2, we will show that shV/Jb 
(together with [) also satisfies a universal mapping property. 
Let F{ {x} } denote the nonassociative polynomial algebra in x, without 
1, having as a typical monomial a scalar times a nonassociative word in x. 
For any monomial u E F{ {x} }, let lu = number of x’s in U. If (K, 6) is a 
coalgebra and u is a word (in F( {x} }) with lu 2 2, then 6” will always 
denote the (n - 1)-fold iterate of 6 arranged in the reverse sequence to the 
sequence of multiplications in u. For example, let u = x( (xx) x) E F{ {x} }. 
If m denotes multiplication in F{ {x} }, then 
u=m(l @m)(l@m@ l)(.X@X@X@X), 
and #‘=(l@S@l)(l@S)S. 
A (Lie) coalgebra (K, 6) is said to be locally nilpotent if given y E K, 
there exists a positive integer n = n(r) such that 6”~ = 0, whenever fu = H. 
We will now recall [B2, Corollary l] the following: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose K is a covered Lie coalgebra. Then K has a cover that 
is pointed irreducible if and only if K is locally nilpotent. 
This generalizes to Lie coalgebras (without covers). Indeed, any locally 
nilpotent Lie coalgebra is locally finite (finitely generated subcoalgebras are 
finite dimensional), and [Ml, Proposition, p. 411 a Lie coalgebra has a 
cover if and only if it is locally finite. 
Recall that v is the map obtained by restricting the domain (to shV) of 
the canonical linear map Tc V + V. 
THEOREM 2. The pair (shV-/Jb, [) ’ ( 1s a realization of) the cojiiee locally 
nilpotent Lie coalgebra on V (where i is given in (2)). 
Proof: Let D be a locally nilpotent Lie coalgebra, and cp: D + V a 
linear map. If p: shV- + shV-/Jb is the canonical surjection, then we have 
the following commutative diagram, where by the remark after Lemma 1, 
(C, 4) is a cover for D: 
shVpIJb -shV g TcV 
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By the universal mapping property of TcV’, f3 is the (unique) coalgebra map 
induced by cp4. Since the homomorphic image of pointed irreducible is 
pointed irreducible, the image of 0 is contained in shV- . The map (p is 
defined by @$ = ~0, and is well defined; in fact, an easy calculation shows 
that pe(Ker 4) E shVP/Jb is a Lie coideal. We apply i to this Lie coideal 
and obtain 
<p&Ker d) = r$(Ker 4) = c#Ker 4) = {O}. 
Since [ is cogenerating we have that p@Ker 4) = {0}, and @ is well defined. 
It is easy to see that (p is a Lie coalgebra map, and using the surjectivity 
of 4, that [(p = cp. For uniqueness, suppose $ is another such map. Then 
((p - $) D is a Lie coideal contained in Ker [. Again, [ cogenerating implies 
that ((p-$) D= (0) or Cp=$; thus, (p is unique. Q.E.D. 
We now recall some facts from [Gl] about the construction (and 
realization) of NcV. Let TV F{(-‘ll denote the vector space of all linear func- 
tions f:F{(x}}+TV such that f(u) E T”V, whenever lu = n 3 1. If u is 
a word (=monic monomial) with lu = n, then an element f~ TVF{{X}i is 
said to have a representing u-family if there exists a finite subset 
{f ,,,..., ~ ,(~EZ}GTV~{{~)~ with the following property: for any 
monomials u,, . . . u,, 
f(u, . ..v.,)= 1 (fliU,)..~(fni%h 
rtr 
where the product v, . u, is associated as the x’s in U. It was shown [Gl, 
Corollary 141 that NcV can be realized as the subspace of TLJ’~{{~‘)) 
consisting of those elements with representing u-families for every word U. 
One now takes as the nonassociative iterate 
A”f= c .f,,O ... Of,;. it/ 
For a word u with lu = n, let cr, denote the canonical isomorphism from 
0” V to 0” V (0’ V is the nonassociative n-fold tensor product of V, 
associated as the x’s in u). For fc TVFI{~xl~, we set f” = o,f(u) for every 
word u; thus, f can be identified with &,2, f”. Each term f” becomes a 
member of TVFi(“)) by defining 
f”(u) = 6u,,f(v) VVEF{(X}}. (3) 
(The symbol 6,,, equals 1 if v = U, and 0 otherwise.) By setting 
f” = CluXn f” for all n 2 1, we further identify f with C, z 1 f”. A canonical 
descending filtration {2”‘) on I2 V is defined for n 2 1, by setting 
LP= {fELcVIfk=O,k= 1, . .) n- 1). 
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The associated graded object 
Gr(LcV)= @ Gr(LcV)(n)= @ ~“/L?“+‘, (4) 
n>l II21 
will be considered in Corollary 6. 
We now recall the notion of a right and left truncated translate of an 
element f~ IV{{“)). Let a be a monomial with la=m, and ;1~ (T”V)*. 
Then, ( “x)(a; A) f is that element of TVF{{.‘)) such that for all monomials 
V, 
(^.~)(a;~)f(v)=(lg~)f(ua). (5) 
The element ( “x)(a; 1) f is called a right truncated translate ofJ Similarly, 
a corresponding left truncated translate off is defined by 
(xh)(a;3")f(v)=(~01)f(av). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose f E TVF{’ ‘}). Then for n 2 2, 
,cu:zn (Ax)(a; n)f""= C fJ,,((^x)(a; A) f)". /(cm) = n
Proof: Applying the left side to a monomial ~1 and using (5) and (3), 
we get 
C ((^x)(a; ~)f"")(w)= C S,,..,(l @AIf( 
I(uv)=n l(uu)=n 
Applying the right side to w yields, 
C ~,,((^x)(a; ~)f)" (WI= C ~,,~u,..((Ax)(a; ~L)f)(w) 
&uo)=n /(uo)=n 
=,,.:= ~du,,.(l @i.)f(wa). 
n 
Since the spelling of words in F{ (x}} is unique, 6,,6,,+ = 6,,,,,,. Q.E.D. 
For any subset BS TV”{{“)), we will denote by ( “x) B the vector space 
span of all ( “x)(a; A) 6, where b E B, and similarly for (x h ) B. 
We shall need the following criterion [Gl, Corollary 91 for a subspace 
of NcV to be a subcoalgebra. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose D c NcV is a subspace, then D is a subcoalgebra if 
andonIyif(x^)Ds:Dand(^x)DcD. 
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3. THE LIE COALGEBRAS Gr(LcV) AND Gr(TcV-/.I) 
THEOREM 5. If f E LcV, then f n E LcV for all n 3 1. Conversely, if 
charF#2,fENcVandf”ELcVforallnZl, thenfELcV. 
Proof. For nal, set C,={~“I~EL~V}, and C=@nslCn. We will 
use Lemma 4 to show that C E NcV is a subcoalgebra. It is easy to see 
that all left and right truncated translates of elements of C, are zero. 
Let f~ LcV, a a monomial with la=k, and n > 1. If k >n, then (5) 
and (3) imply that (“x)(a; 1-) f”=O. If k<n, then (“x)(a; A) f” = 
Cl(uo) = n ( A x)(a; 2) f”“, which by Lemma 3 equals 
6,,(( ^x)(a; lb) f )I’ = (( ^,~)(a; A) f )” 
/(uo) = n lu=n-k 
= (( ^x)(a; A) f)“- k. 
Since f E LcV, (( “x)(a; l&)f)“-” E C,-,. Therefore, ( ^x) C, c C, n > 1, 
and similarly for the left truncated translates; thus by Lemma 4, Cc NcV 
is a subcoalgebra. 
Now suppose f” ( = C,u = n f”) E C,, and set g = f ‘. We will show that g 
satisfies (1). Analogous to the map given by the formula [Gl, for- 
mula (2)], we have an injective linear map 
for all a, b, CEF{ {x}}. T o verify co-Jacobi, suppose a, 6, c are words. 
Then, 
= 1 gl(a) g,(b) g3(c) + g,(a) gdb) g,(c) + s&a) sl(b) g*(c) 
= c g,(a) g,(b) gdc) +5’(sl(c) g,(a) gdb)) + 5’*(sl(b) g2(c) g,(a)) 
= g(a(bc)) + S’s(c(ab)) + t’*g@(ca)) (6) 
(where 5’ and [‘* permute the factors T’“V, T’bV, and T”‘V of T’uf’bf’cV 
in the manner indicated). Using (3), if la + Zb + Ic # n, then (6) equals 0; 
while, if la + lb + lc = n, then (6) equals 
f(a(bc)) + Tf(c(ab)) + ?%b(ca)) 
= ~((1+5+5*)(1@~)~f)(a@b@c)=0. 
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The injectivity of 1 implies that co-Jacobi is satisfied. To verify co-anticom- 
mutativity we note that if charF# 2, then this coidentity is multilinear and 
is verified like co-Jacobi. (In fact for charF# 2, using x, we see that f 
satisfies (1) if and only if f n satisfies (1) for all n 3 1.) In general, since 
f E LcV we can write 
W=~.f,Of2-f2Of, 
= 1 c (fi)“o(f2)Li-(f2)UO(fi)V. 
/(UC.) 2 2 
By [Gl, Proposition 211, we can also write Sf = C,,,.>, Sf “‘; thus, 
6g= 1 Sf )” 
I,< =n 
= 1 1 (fi)“o(f*)“-(f2)“o(fi)L’ 
l(m) =II 
fzIm(l-5). 
Thus, C E LcV is a subcoalgebra. 
Conversely, set D = {f E NC V 1 f” E Lc V, n 2 1 }. Again, by Lemmas 3 and 
4, D s NcV is a subcoalgebra. Since charF# 2, elements of D satisfy (1); 
thus, D is a subcoalgebra of LcV. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6. The associated graded Lie coalgebra Gr(LcV) exists and 
can be identlyied with a subcoalgebra of LcV. Moreover if char F= 0 and 
f ENcV, then f ELcV if and only iff”EGr(LcV)(n) for all n> 1 (where 
Gr(LcV)(n) is given in (4)). 
ProoJ: As in [Gl, Proposition 221 one can verify that the comultiplica- 
tion on LcV is compatable with the filtration {Y”} on LcV. For n 3 1, the 
map 
(O+ ‘.. +O+f”+ . ..)Hf” 
is a surjective linear map with kernel 9”+‘. Thus, Gr(LcV) r C as Lie 
coalgebras. Q.E.D. 
As was shown in [Bl, Sect. 11, the elements of TcV can be canonically 
identified with certain formal infinite sums CnaOfn, where f” E T”V. If 
q: TcV -+ V is the canonical linear map and n > 1, then 
f”=(gng)d”-‘L fO= &j (7) 
4X1132.:2-13 
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For n B 0, setting 
F”= {fE TcVlfk=O, k=O, . ..) n- l}, 
provides a canonical descending filtration for TcV; the associated graded 
coalgebra, Gr( TcV), can be identified with shV. Similarly, using the canoni- 
cal surjection p: TcV + TcV/J, the subspaces, 
provide a canonical descending filtration for TcV/J. The associated 
graded coalgebra 
Gr( TcV/J) = @ pY’/pY*+ ’ 
n>rl 
is considered in Theorem 8. 
For the proof of our next theorem, we recall some information regarding 
r-bialgebras (for definitions, see [Bl, Sect. 31). Let A be a r-bialgebra, 
withA+=Kers,and#:A-+Q,A (=A+/y2A)detinedby~a=(1-&)a+ 
y*A, a E A. (For chat-F= 0, r-bialgebra = commutative bialgebra and 
yZA = (A c)2, so QrA = QA.) Then, [Bl, Lemma 5.11 states that Q, has a 
unique Lie coalgebra structure such that (A, 4) is a cover. We will also 
need [BZ, Theorem 11, which implies the following. 
LEMMA 7. If K is a covered Lie coulgebru with universal cover ( UcK, o), 
then Q,( UcK)’ r K tf and only zf K is locally nilpotent. The isomorphism is 
given by 
Recall for any vector space V, the free Lie algebra on V is the subalgebra 
of TV/- generated by V and will be denoted LV = en 3, L”V. For n >/ 1, 
the subspace L”Vc T”V is the span of all (n - 1 )-fold iterated com- 
mutators of elements of V. For V finite dimensional, 
(LV*)“= @ (L”v*)* 
,* 2 1 
denotes the graded dual Lie coalgebra of the free Lie algebra LV* on V*. 
THEOREM 8. The following Lie coulgebrus are canonically isomorphic: 
shV/Jb z Gr(TcV/J) E Gr(LcV); 
moreover, for V finite dimensional we have sh V -/Jb s ( LV*)g. 
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Proof We will first show that shV, together with a certain surjective 
map, is a realization of the universal cover for Gr( TcV-/J). By Theorem 2, 
shV is also a realization of the universal cover for shV-/Jb, and since 
(sh V)’ = sh V we will have 
Q,( Uc(shV-/Jb)) z Q,( Uc(Gr(TcV-/J))). 
We will then use Lemmas 1 and 7 to obtain shT/-/Jb 2 Gr( TcV-/J). 
For n > 0, we define a canonical surjective linear map /I, which makes 
the following diagram commute (all maps canonical): 
Pn = P 
% 
I I 
i’n (8) 
p/,n+ 1 A ) (P + J/J)/(F-” + ’ + J/J). 
Defining b, by fina,, = ynpn is easily seen to be well defined. The { /?,} then 
induce a Lie coalgebra surjection /I: (Gr( TcV))) + Gr( TcV-/J), which 
makes (Gr( TcV) = shV, /?) a pointed irreducible cover for the Lie coalgebra 
Gr(TcV-/J). We must now show that this cover is in fact, the universal 
cover. Using the map p: sh V- + Gr( TcV/J), we define a linear map 
pu: Gr( Tc V-/J) -+ V such that the composite, 
sh V- + Gr( Tc V-/J) + V, 
is equal to q: shV- + I/. To see that ,H is well defined (by pLp = II) let 
b E Ker /I, where we may assume that b E Y1/Y2 = V (otherwise, vb = 0). 
Using the formal sum identification for TcV, let c = 0 + b + . . . E 9 with 
a,c=b. Since /?ra,=y,p,, we find that c E Y2 + J. Write c = d+ e with 
d=0+0+d2+ . . . EY’ and e=O+e’+ ... EJ. We see that cl=el. By 
(7), e1 = ge = 0 (Js Ker r]), and b = cl = 0. Thus, p is well defined. We next 
show that p is cogenerating. For this, we must show that any Lie coideal 
ZcKer p is zero. Let Z be such a Lie coideal, and p-‘(Z)&Ker q the 
corresponding Lie coideal. Therefore b-‘(Z) E Jb, since Jb is the largest. 
For k 3 0, let x E JL E 5’/Ykf ‘. Again, let c = 0 + . . . + 0 +x + . . . E .Yk 
(x in the (k+ 1)st spot), with c(~c=x. Since pkc=O, Pkx=O and 
P(Jb)= {O}=Z. 
The cover (shV, /?) is universal by the universal mapping property of 
TcV and the cogeneration of p. We now have 
shVp g Uc(Gr(TcV-/J)), 
and by Lemmas 1 and 7, shV-/Jb r Gr(TcV-/J). 
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We will now establish that shV/Jb r Gr(LcV). Since by Corollary 6, the 
elements of degree n in Gr(LcV) can be identified with the componentsf”, 
f~ LcV, and the comultiplication on Gr(LcV) can be regarded as the 
restriction of that on LcV, Gr(LcV) is a locally nilpotent Lie coalgebra. 
Let o: Gr(LcV) + V denote the restriction of the canonical linear map 
(same name) from LcV to V. Then by Theorem 2, o induces 
W: Gr(LcV) + shV/-/Jb the unique Lie coalgebra map satisfying [O = w. 
On the other hand, [ induces the unique Lie coalgebra map 
c: sh V-/Jb -+ LcV, satisfying WC= [. By (lo), [ has its image contained in 
Gr(LcV). One can now routinely verify (by uniqueness), that [ and 0 are 
inverse Lie coalgebra maps. Thus, sh V-/J b z Gr( Lc V). 
For the final assertion of the theorem, suppose V is finite dimensional. 
The canonical linear injections (n > 1) 
I,: L”v* + (T”v*) 
induce linear surjections 
1;: (TnV)- + (L”v*)*, 
which induce a surjective Lie coalgebra map 
1g: shV- --* (Lv*)g. 
Thus, (shV, rg) is a pointed irreducible cover for (LV*)g. The proof will be 
finished once we find a linear cogenerating map from (LV*)g to V. Define 
K: (LV*)g + V by K(L”V*)* = {O} f orn#l,whilerc(o)=v,uEV.Wehave 
rclg=q. If ZEKerK is a Lie coideal, then (rg))’ (Z)cJb, and ZEZ~(J~). 
We must now show that zg(Jb)= (0). A n easy induction on the degree of 
a homogeneous element in Jb, and the fact that the coalgebra shV is dual 
to the tensor algebra TV* gives this last result. Q.E.D. 
We will now precisely determine the relationship between Jb and J. For 
n > 0, let 
f”= {fEJIfk=O,k=O, . .) n- 1). 
As a vector space, GrJ = en 2 ,, y”/yn+ ’ can be identified with a subspace 
of shV. 
COROLLARY 9. The Lie coideals Jb and J satisfy 
Jb =GrJ. 
ProoJ: Let shVp/Jb t-f Gr( TcV/J) denote the canonical isomorphism 
given by Theorem 8. Then, the following diagram is commutative: 
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Gr( Tc V-/J) 
(9) 
shV-/Jb, 
where sh V- + sh V-/Jb is the canonical homomorphism. Thus, Jb = Ker /I; 
hence, On3o Ji= OnrO Ker B,. Using (8) if n 3 0 and f E F”, then 
f +P+lEKer/?, ifandonlyiffE(Y’-“+‘+J)nF-“=F”+‘+~”. 
Therefore, 
We now give (a specific case of) [Gl, formula 61. If (D, 6) is a Lie 
coalgebra and cp: D -+ V is a linear map, then the unique Lie coalgebra 
map 4: D + LcV (induced by cp) satisfies 
for every monomial u with Zu = n B 1. As the following lemma shows, in the 
specific case when D=TcV-, cp=q, andf=f’+f’+f*+ . ..ETcV. the 
element rzf is uniquely determined by the elements ij(f “)for all n 3 1. 
LEMMA 10. For f E TcV and u a word of length n 3 1, 
(O”rl)[(l -z) dl”f = (O”rl)[(l -z) dl”f”. 
Proo$ By the associativity of A, [( I- t) A]” f = CCfj,CtijrIL ftil @ . '. 
0 f,,, where ($) is a subset of permutations $ of { 1, . . . n} and rti is the 
scalar 1 or - 1. The left side of the formula now equals 
1 rti,(f~l)'O ... @(f&J' 
(fL(IL) 
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where $(a1 0 0 a,) = a$, @ . . @a,,. On the other hand setting b = f” 
and using similar calculations, the right side equals &+, r$tjb”. By (7), one 
now notes that these two results are equal. Q.E.D. 
4. THE DUAL FRIEDRICHS' THEOREM AND LcV 
A Lie element is any element of LV, the free Lie algebra on V. The image 
of the canonical linear map V + TV- generates LV, and TV is the univer- 
sal enveloping algebra for LV. Friedrichs’ Theorem [J, p. 1703 charac- 
terizes (for churF= 0) those elements of TV which are members of LV. 
Suppose p: TV+ TV@ TV is the unique algebra homomorphism which 
extends the linear map v H 10 v + v 0 1, v E V. Friedrichs’ Theorem states 
that if charF= 0, then an element b E T”V is a Lie element if and only if 
pb = 1 @b + b 0 1. Let o denote (shuffle) multiplication in shV. For n > 2, 
set 
Yn = vector space span of {U 0 v ( u E T’V, v E T”- ‘V, 0 < i < n >, 
with YO=F, Y,=O, and Y= Ona Yn. With shV acting on TV* (by 
evaluation) and V finite dimensional, Ree [R] showed that Friedrichs’ 
Theorem is equivalent to the following: For n > 1, a homogeneous element 
b E T”V* is a Lie element (that is, an element of L”V*) if and only if b is 
annihilated by <4p,. 
For charF= 0, a dual Friedrichs’ Theorem should be a characterization 
of those elements of TcV (the universal cover of TcV-/J) which are mem- 
bers of J, the Lie coideal cogenerated by the kernel of the canonical linear 
map q: TcV- + V. We note here that J= Ker q, where f is the unique Lie 
coalgebra map Tc VP --* LcV induced by ‘I. 
THEOREM 11 (Dual Friedrich’s Theorem). Suppose churF = 0. Iffy Tc V, 
then 
.fEJ fund only if f n E Yn Vn > 0. 
ProoJ: If f~ J, then f” E Ji for all n 3 0 by Corollary 9. Conversely, 
suppose that fe TcV with f” E Jk for all n > 0. We will show that 
fe Ker yI = J. Now, rzf = 0 if and only if for every word U, (*if)(u) = 0. Let 
u have length nB1. By (lo), (iif)(~)=(@~q)[(l--r)dlUf: The same for- 
mula holds for the restricted map f: sh V- + LcV (with kernel Jb) applied 
to the elementf”, but in this case (@“r)[(l-t)d]“f”=O, sincef”EJk. 
Lemma 10 implies that (g)(u) = 0; thus, fe J. What we have just shown is 
iffeTcV, thenfEJif and only iff”EJL for all n>O. 
For now, suppose that V is finite dimensional. In (9), one can replace the 
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map a: shV + Gr(TcV-/J) by iR: shV -+ (LV*)g (the corresponding 
isomorphism is given by Theorem 8), and still have a commutative 
diagram. This shows that for n > 0, Ker I,* = Jt or Jt = (L”V*)‘. Using 
[R, Theorem 2.21 we deduce that L”V* = (YH)L and by finite dimen- 
sionality Jk = Yn, for all n > 0. We now have Jb = 9, and the theorem for 
V finite dimensional. 
Now assume that V is infinite dimensional. For any vector space W, let 
Jb( W) denote the Lie coideal Jb c sh W; similarly, we have the subspace 
Y(W) of sh W. If W, c W, are two vector spaces, one can easily verify 
P(W&P(W*) and Y(W,)GY(Wt). 
By a routine check we have 
Y(V)= u <V(W) and P(V)= u P(W). 
Ed. WC V f,d. WL V 
By the finite dimensional case, Jb( W) = Y(W) for every finite dimensional 
subspace Wz V; therefore, Jb( V) = Y(V) for every V. Q.E.D. 
We will now give a chacterization (for charF= 0) for an element of NcV 
to be a member of LcV. The characterization will imply that if a basis is 
chosen for V and f E Nc V, then f is a member of Lc V if and only if f” is 
a Lie element for all n > 1. 
THEOREM 12. Suppose char F = 0 and f E NcV. If V is filzite dimensional, 
then 
fELCV tfand only iff”~(L”V*)* Vn3 1. 
Zf V is infinite dimensional and a basis is chosen, then 
fELCV ifandonly iff”EL”VVn>l. 
ProoJ: For finite dimensional V, Theorem 8 allows us to canonically 
identify Gr(LcV) with @ na, (L”V*)*. The first assertion of the theorem 
now follows by Corollary 6. 
If V is infinite dimensional with a basis {u;}~: i and j> 1, write W, for 
the subspace spanned by the first 1,2, . . . . j basis elements of V. We have 
LV= (J Llv, and Gr(LcV) = u Gr(LcW,). 
j> 1 is 1 
To see the latter, recall (for any vector space V) 
Gr(LcV)=span of {f"lf ELcV, nB l}, 
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or equivalently the span of all f” that satisfy (1) where f n = C,u= n f u 
(n > 1) and f" E 0°K (For lu = n 3 1, @“V is the n-fold tensor product of 
V, associated as the x’s in u.) We now see that if W, & W, are two sub- 
spaces, then Lc W, 5 Lc W, implies that Gr(Lc W,) E Gr(Lc W,). Also if 
de Gr(LcV) is homogeneous, then de Cluzn 0” V for some n 2 1. Thus, 
dECluCn 0” W, for some k> 1. 
Given a subspace W, E V, Theorem 8 and the chosen basis of V allow us 
to identify Gr(Lc W,) with L W,. Therefore, for any vector space V 
Gr(LcV)= u Gr(LcW,) 
121 
=u LW,= LV. 
/>I 
Again by Corollary 6, we now have the second assertion of the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
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